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Wularu

Wularu is an NPC created by Gabriel.

Wularu

Species: Kodian
Gender: Male

Age: 34
Height: 11' 5“ (3.48m)
Weight: 1775 lbs (805kg)

Organization: General Assembly of Gashmere
Occupation: Politician

Current Placement: Senate of Yamatai
Homeworld: Gashmere

Physical Characteristics

Wularu is a Kodian, and Ursoid race.

Height: 11' 5” (3.48m)
Mass: 1775 lbs (805k)

Build and Skin Color: Muscular and hulking, dark brown skin.

Eyes and Facial Features: Black dilated eyes, a short snout, usually sporting a stern expression.

Ears: Small, slightly pointed, sticking straight up.

Hair Color and Style: Light brown fur, always kept long and well groomed.

Distinguishing Features: White claws, a single scar from his right ear halfway down his cheek. His left
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elbow is entirely cybernetic, as is section of the right side of his abdomen.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Keeping with the general Kodian culture, Wularu is very gentle in a standard social setting.
However, when discussing things that he is passionate about he can get very serious and aggressive. He
always tends towards peace, but unlike other Kodians he knows when fighting may be necessary.

Likes: Foreign fruits, centralized heat, politics, discussion, strong mead, peace, protection, and a
nice back scratch.
Dislikes: Overly aggressive behavior, invaders, meats, ignorance, and close-mindedness
Goals: Help to improve Gashmere and the Kodians through representation in the Senate, retire
peacefully in a cabin on the beach somewhere.

History

Wularu grew up in a small mountainside town on Gashmere. He was schooled in general education
including philosophy, ethics, and self-defense until the age of 11, at which time he decided that he
wished to pursue a political career. From then on he participated in a educational track geared towards
political philosophy, additional ethics and morality training, political procedure, and Kodian political
history. Wularu, like many Kodians, served in the Gashmere Planetary Guard upon completion of
schooling at the age of 25. He served in the Army branch as a foreign affairs officer, but was injured
during a training accident only 6 months later when a vehicle exploded nearby him, causing sever
damage and resulting in several cybernetic body parts being implanted. He was then medically
discharged, at which point he continued his pursuit towards a career in Kodian politics. He served as
member of The General Assembly of Gashmere with the political party of the Alien Peace Council. After
six years in Kodian politics he was selected by the Assembly to act as the Kodian representative to the
Senate of Yamatai.

Skills

Physical

Due to being an Ursoid race, Wularu naturally has strength and fitness levels greater than that of most
Humanoids.

Humanities

While all Kodians are required to go through humanities courses (mostly philosophy and ethics), Wularu
received extra schooling in this area due to his decision to pursue a political career.
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Knowledge (History)

A significant amount of Wularu's career-specific schooling was in Kodian history, as well as the history of
Yamatai and nearby factions.

Communications

Even as a young boy, Wularu was a very eloquent and passionate speaker. This is part of what spawned
his political aspirations. He also took many communications and speaking courses during his career-
specific schooling.

Fighting

Wularu was trained in hand-to-hand combat, both during his general education schooling as well as from
his short time in the military. Albeit this is one of the areas where is lacking when compared to most
Kodians with his level of training.

Leadership

Wularu took many leadership courses during his schooling to become a politician. He already had a
natural knack for leading, which is part of what caused him to choose politics and the military, but this
was furthered through his schooling and military training.

Knowledge (Law)

During the final years of his school, Wularu was vigorously instructed in Kodian law. During his transition
time between the military and politics, he also took some time to independently do some research on
Yamatain Law and their legislative process.

Character Data
Character Name Wularu
Character Owner Gabriel
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Current Location Kyoto
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
Office System Senator
District Gashmere
Political Party Indepdendent
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